Students find new drive after taking terms off
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find out what they wanted to do at MIT and could view it as a place to get an "incredible education." One person said that he considered it a very "healthy" experience to get away from the Institute and its pressures to do the things he really wanted to do. All those interviewed said that other students should not "be scared to take off!"

The Institute does not recognize leaves of absence for students, so that everyone who skips a term has to apply for readmission. These applications go through the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs and not through the Admissions Office. If the student's withdrawal was negotiated with the Committee on Academic Performance, they must submit an application through that committee. In addition to the written application, they must be interviewed by one of the deans to find out what they did when they were gone and whether they are ready to return. Bishop said:

Students are also required to submit a letter from an employer, superior officer, or other person who knew the student well during his time away from MIT.
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How would you like to teach high school students next summer?

Last July and August, 17 college and graduate students from Brandeis, M.I.T., UMass, and Wellesley College spent one of their most enjoyable summers teaching high school students in the Exploration Program held on the Brandeis campus. They received excellent pay for teaching one or two seminars during the 8 week program.

If you would like to share your enthusiasm for an area of knowledge with highly motivated teenagers next summer call Ann Singal at 329-4488.